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FOREWORD

For more than two years the Spanish Curriculum Com-
mittee, along with a number of dedicated consultants, has
been struggling with the problem of specifying those lan-
guage skills and related areas of knowledge which are
needed for communicating in Spanish. In the course of
developing the Spanish Guide the committee decided upon
the following basic principles:

1. Due to the high mobility of students throughout the
state, it is essential that Spanish teachers at all levels
agree upon the basic objectives and content of the
Spanish curriculum. Such agreement is essential to
the welfare of the student and to the progress of Span-
ish as a discipline.
This agreement is also imperative because of the ar-
ticulation problems created by the increased number
of students going on to college and the greatly ex-
panded foreign language enrollments below grade
nine.

2. It is not the aim of this Guide to prescribe methods of
instruction or texts and materials. The quality of a
Spanish program must be measured by the extent to

which the goals are achieved rather than by the meth-
ods and procedures of achieving them.

3. The study of Spanish has a unique contributie- to
make to a student's understanding of the world, past
and present, and to a greater appreciation of his own
language. For the student to realize full value from
his study of this important world language, he must
develop reasonable proficiency in the fundamental
language skills which then become the vehicle for
acquiring knowledge and understanding of the way
of life of Spanish-speaking people.

It is hoped that this publication will prompt all con-
cerned to reexamine the comprehensiveness and soundness
of the Spanish program in the local schools with regard
the skills and related areas of knowledge which are pre-
sented in the Spanish Guide.

To the many educators who have so zealously worked to
prepare this publication, the Wisconsin State Department
of Public Instruction expresses deep appreciation.

WILLIAM C. KAHL
State Superintendent
of Public Instruction
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Guiding Principals For
The Foreign Language Curriculum

A. Reasons for Learning a
Foreign Language

1. General education
Foreign language study, classical or modern, has a
unique contribution to make to a student's education.
Foreign language study:

Contributes to students' understanding of the world,
Assists in greater appreciation and knowledge of

American English,
Provides for direct experience with a different cul-

ture,
Makes students aware of another people's way of

thinking,
Gives linguistic assistance to students in the age of

travel, whether it be for leisure or business,
Gives insight into problems faced by foreign visitors

to the United States,
Facilitates learning another language,
Provides a skill necessary in our modern world, and
Enriches cultural and aesthetic phases of human

existence.
2. Vocational

Today's student has many more opportunities than ever
before to use a foreign language in such areas as:

Peace Corps,
International trade,
Government service,
Education,
Armed Forces,
Exchange student programs,
Scholarships in a foreign country,
Charitable organizations,
Research,
Services such as hotel clerk, travel agent, etc., and
Travel.

3. National needs
Because of language diversity, direct communication is
impossible between a majority of the world's nations.
Since no country has demonstrated a willingnes, to
abandon the mother tongue, surely the responsibility
for bridging this gap in communications falls equally
upon each nation. In the present period of world up-
heaval Americans cannot, by means of inadequate lan-
guage programs, convey the impression that all other
countries are expected to levrn English in order to com-
municate with the United States.

B. The Nature of Language
mplicationc ifcT the Curriculum

1. Any language i a form of behavior which embraces all
human endeavor. As i develops over the centuries it
comes to reflect the cultural patterns of the people who
use it as ;heir means of daily communication. Used for
the es,pression and preservation of intellectual activity,
it becomes the vehicle for the transmission of organized
knowledge. All "natural" languages originate as a sys-
tem of vocal symbols. In civilized nations written sym-
bols are also employed. Writing is a "shorthand" form
of language which only partially represents the more
complex sound system. Therefore, it is imperative that
listening and speaking should be an integral part of
foreign language instruction and should form the basis
upon which the skills of reading and writing are built.

C. How Long A Language
Should Be Studied

1. With regard to length of study, the first objective should
be to establish a minimum of four sequential years in at
least one foreign language. In schools not using the tra-
ditional schedule, a minimum of 600 total contact hours
is suggested. Homework and out- of - class laboratory
sessions would be in addition to this minimum.

2. Secondary school students should be encouraged to take
a longer sequence in one foreign language instead of
dividing their time between two.

3. Where school organization permits and where a nine-
twelve program is in effect, the school system should
be encouraged to extend the language down to grade
seven or below. Every effort should be made to estab-
lish a separate track for the students who continue
their study of a foreign language beyond grade eight.
In no cize is it advisable to combine continuing stu-
dents from grade eight with those who are beginning
the study of a language for the first time in grades nine,
ten, or eleven.

4. Experience has indicated that the first year of a newly-
initiated junior high school program should begin in
grade seven only. Eighth graders should enter the pro-
gram only after having completed the seventh-grade
program.

5. Pupils who have completed several years of study of a
foreign language in elementary school should continue
to be grouped in the same unit in junior high school,
and a separate unit or grouping should be organized for
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those just beginning foreign-language study at this
level; to do this, a "multi-track" system for foreign lan-
guages will be needed in the junior and senior higb
schools.

6. Regardless of how early such study is first introduced
each language student should be assured that courses
will be available from the point of beginning through to
the twelfth grade. In the case of a sequence of more than
four years this may require a departure from the prac-
tice of holding full-period classes five days per week.
For example, elementary pupils may have short daily

Below is a sample of one scheduling pattern being used
currently:

Grade Monday

periods while high school students may attend on alter-
nat days in grades eleven and twelve.

D. New Approaches to Scheduling
1. Modification of the Traditional Schedule

In order to establish a continuous course of study of
more than four years, many smaller schools have found
it necessary to break with the tradition of offering for-
eign languages on a full-period or five- day- per - week
basis. ( Where enrollments permit the full offering of
separate daily classes, this partial-unit approach should
not be encouraged. )

Tuesday Wednesday

6 (or below) 30 minutes daily, five days per week

7

8

9

10

11

12

'4 period

g period

Full
Period

Full
Period

Full
Period

12' period

32' period

Full
Period

Full
Period

Full
Period

period

g period

Full
Period

Full
Period

Full
Period

The above schedule allows a student to stay with one
program until he has achieved considerable mastery of
the one language he has chosen. Also, it may permit him
to alternate other subjects with advanced foreign lan-
guage courses in the senior high school. Personal typing,
gym class, and music or another foreign language are
only a few of the numerous possibilities.

2. Flexible Scheduling
Computer-generated, flexible high school schedules are
now being tried in Wisconsin and throughout the coun-
try. There are many approaches to flexible scheduling,
and it is clearly not possible to discuss each of them
within the scope of this bulletin. However, the intro-
duction of such innovations requires basic changes in
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Thursday Friday Credits

14 period 3'2 period 3/

M period 3'2 period 1/
/2

Full Full
Period Period 1

Full Full
Period Period 1

Full
Period 3/5

Full 2/5
Period

the way languages re taught. An example of one type
of scheduling format is given below to illustrate the
type of adaptations which the language staff will be
required to make when flexible scheduling is adopted
by the local school system:
a. Fifteen modules of time per week are allocated to

each language. Each module is 20 minutes in length
which is comparable to the traditional provision (i.e.,
15 X 20 minutes = 300 minutes; 5 X 60 minutes =
300 minutes ).

b. Five of these 2C-minute modules are committed to
structured classroom activities. (They may be sched-
uled back to back to provide two 40-minute sessions
and one 20-minute session or may be daily 20-minute
meetings. )



c. Four of these 20-minute modules are committed to
structured laboratory activities which are supervised
by the teacher. ( This presumes adequate laboratory
facilities and materials. )

d. Two of the 20-minute modules are scheduled back
to back to provide one 40-minute large-group meet-
ing each week. ( For example, all first-year students
are brought together to view a film, to be tested, or
to engage in some other activity which is suitable for
large-group presentation. )

e. Four of the 20-minute modules are "back scheduled."
This means that various self-study activities will take
place in these modules. Some students will go to the
laboratory which is supervised by a semi-profession-
al language laboratory director. They will engage in
remedial drill work according to their special prob-
lems which the teacher has identified in the more
highly-structured sessions. Other students will go to
small-group instructional sessions supervised by reg-
ular teachers and intern teachers. Others will do
enrichment work in the laboratory or in an instruc-
tional materials center where all types of audiovisual
devices are available. And finally, there will be still
other students who can achieve at a rather high level
without making use of the back-scheduled time. They
will have these modules available to do other work
either in foreign languages or in some other subject
area.

All of this implies a much greater dependence upon
student self-study. This, in turn, iinplies the need for
self-instructional texts and tapes for the language lab-
oratory. Where schools are moving toward the flexible
schedule, language teachers would do well to begin
selecting, well in advance, materials which the student
can use by himself or which he can use with only the
help of a semi-professional laboratory technician.

E. Who Should Study a Foreign Language
1. Everyone should have the opportunity to study a foreign

language at some stage in his educational experience.
He should be allowed to continue as long as his abilities
and interests warrant.

2. It is better for a student to study one foreign language
until he has achieved a high degree of proficiency than
to study two or more languages for a shorter period of
time. Those students, however, who have demonstrated
success in their continuous study of one foreign lan-
guage should be encouraged to add the study of a sec-
ond language to their program.

3. Designation of language courses as "college prepara-
tory" is to be discouraged. There are many young people
for whom language study can be a profitable and enjoy-
able experience regardless of their vocational aspira-
tions. Moreover, unlike the college-bound student, the
terminal student may never have another opportunity
for the unique experience which foreign language study
offers.

F. Which Foreign Language
Should Be Taught

1. Before introducing new languages or expanding the
language program the school is faced with the following
considerations:
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a. How many languages, modern or classical, can the
school support without eliminating the possibility of
offering third- and fourth-year courses?

b. What language or languages do the people of the
community and the students in school prefer?

c. What is the availability of well-trained teachers who
might reasonably be expected to stay with the pro-
gram for a number of years?

Each of these questions should be considered carefully.
2. In addition to offering one or more of the commonly-

taught languages (French, German, Latin, or Spanish),
each school district should consider the possibility of
introducing another important world language. Items
(a) and (c) abov e will be the limiting factors with re-
gard to the neglected languages.

G. The Basic Objectives of Foreign
Language Study

Students who complete at least the recommended four-
year sequence of study in foreign languages shouldhave
made considerable progress in developing: (1) skill in
the use of spoken and written language, ( 2 ) under-
standing about the way of life and the cultural heritage
of the people who speak the language, and ( 3 ) under-
standing of how languages function along with certain
relationships between English and the foreign language.
The emphasis upon these objectives will vary according
to the age of the students, the number of -?quential
years available, and whether or not the language is
modern or classical.
(Note: Comprehensive objectives for each level of both

four-year and six-year sequences of study are
given in Section II. )

H. The Place of English in the
Foreign Language Clcssroom

1. If the language objectives listed in Section G are ac-
cepted as valid goals, then it must follow that a great
deal of the instruction in the foreign language classroom
will be conducted in the foreign language. As little Eng-
lish as possible will be used in the beginning courses,
and, as a general rule, practically none in the advanced
courses. In most Wisconsin communities, the language
cla ssroom and the language laboratory are the only
places which provide an opportunity for the student to
perform in the foreign language. Excessive use of Eng-
lish is time subtracted from the fulfillment of the ulti-
mate goal of the foreign language program. Howevei,
many teachers believe that the use of English for specific
purposes during a given class period can make for more
efficient learning. The following suggestions are given
as guidelines for the use of English in the foreign lan-
guage class or laboratory:
a. giving directions about tests and drills A great

deal of time can be wasted in trying to convey the
mechanics of a drill to the student in the foreign lan-
guage. In many cases this can be accomplished in a
few moments by using English, thereby enabling the
student to concentrate his efforts on practicing the
language. The English directions can be followed
immediately by directions in the foreign language.



b. cues for pattern drills English may also be used
discriminately as cues for pattern drills.

c. understanding the meaning of foreign language
utterances English approximations are often giv-
en to convey the general meaning of the words and
sentences which the student is learning to say. Usu-
ally the student derives meaning passively from the
written English but does not engage in active trans-
lation from one language to the other. Some teachers
believe that English should not be used in this man-
ner, but that meaning should instead be conveyed by
visuals, realia, physical objects, dramatizations, and
paraphrases in the foreign language.

d. cultural notes and grammatical summaries Some
teachers (and textbook authors) include brief expla-
nations of culture or ammar as they are deemed
necessary for the student to progress. At the very
early levels the student may lack the vocabulary he
needs to grasp a concept which is crucial to under-
standing.

I. The Place of Grammar in
Foreign Language Teaching

The objectives listed previously call for the ability to
communicate in the language rather than the acquisi-
tion of knowledge about the language. Foreign lan-
guage teachers who pursue such objectives must at-
tempt, therefore, to provide a maximum amount of
meaningful, well-directed, active practice in manipu-
lating the gramma: of the target language. It is hoped
that such practice will enable the student to develop
habitual use of the grammatical forms of the foreign
language to the extent that he can use these forms spon-
taneously to express what he wants to say in new and
unexpected situations. While the need for adequate
drill is seldom 4.uestioned, there is little agreement
among teachers regarding the use of grammatical analy-
sis in the learning process. Nor L there any substantial
body of research to support the use or non-use of gram-
matical generalizations. In any case, the grammatical
generalizations are thought of as a means to an end
rather than as being important in and of themselves.
Accordingly, a pupil's progress in the language must be
evaluated in accordance with his ability to understand,
speak, read, and writ it rather than by his ability to
talk about its struettne in English. A rule of thumb
would be, "teach only that grammar which is necessary;
do not assume that everything is?' That is, the teacher
should not deliberately withhold grammatical general-
izations; conversely, he should not dwell upon them un-
necessarily.

1. Presentation of Grammar
If it is accepted "hat some formal grammatical analysis
is needed, then the teacher is faced with the decision of
how it should be presented. Some feel that the students
should arrive at the grammatical generalization through
the process of inductive thinking while others feel that
the teacher should supply the grammatical principle in
advance. Since there is no proof regarding which ap-
proach to grammar is more effective, it is perhaps best
simply to present the two approaches and let the teacher
decide which is more appropriate in a given situation.
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2. Grammar through the Inductive Process
Instead of presenting the student with a rule on a
platter, we set up a few carefully chosen illustrations
of that rule and we lead him to discover through skillful
guidance the relationship of the new element to others
previously mastered and to formulate his observations
into a law governing those cases. The inductive process
has the following advantages: it causes concentration,
it sustains interest, it gives to the neurons the stimu-
lation that comes from the satisfaction of having accom-
plished by one's own efforts a worthwhile and difficult
task, and it assists the memory which retains more
easily and more permanently any element that has
been carefully observed and stayed with.
(From the "Cleveland Plan for the Teaching of Modern
Languages.")

3. Grammatical Explanations before Drill
A brief and concise explanation of the grammatical prin-
ciples about to be drilled mly save time and expedite
learning. However, the mistake which has so often been
made in the past is to suppose that once a grammatical
concept was intellectually understood, only a small
amount of practice in uttering the right patterns and
making the right choices was needed. . . . In order to
reserve for the learner the greatest possible amount of
time for indispensable practice, explanation should be
used ye, y judicious.y and be limited to not more than
five to ten minutes for even the most difficult concepts.
(From the Spanish Bulletin of the California State De-
partment of Education. )

J. The Prereading Phase
Purposes

It is rnerally accepted that a language consists of a :
of learned habits. These habits have been established in
our native language through continuous repetition and
re:nforcement over a long period. It ::s not feasible to
duplicate this process within the confines of a foreign
language program offered in the schools. However, the
prereading phase is an attempt to acquire some of the
audio-lingual skills developed through the process of
acquiring native language habits. The success of this
phase depends upon the skill of the teacher in estab-
lishing correct habits of pronunciation, rhythm, intona-
tion, and structural change without the interference of
the written symbol. The prereading phase enables each
pupil to enjoy a large number of opportunities to recite
and, by immediate correction, to avoid the possible
areas of difficulty which are encouraged by the reading
of unfamiliar words before they are assimilated aurally.

2. Duration of th,:4 Prereaa j Phase
Teachers often wonder how much time should be spent
on the prereading phase of instruction. An excessively
long allotment of time to this phase can be damaging to
an audio-lingual program. Some ,sychologists feel that
when the pupil finds he must depend on ear alone, ten-
sions may arise which will prevent him from learning
what he has heard. This may cause an aversion to lan-
guage learning which will be difficult to overcome.

It is known that many pupils develop visual images
of what they hear and some may attempt to put them
on paper. Pupils should be cautioned against attempt-
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ing to write anything heard in class during this phase
because such activities will n1y serve as obstacles to be
overcome when reading and writing are introduced.

Most pupils are not accustomed to learning by ear
alone. Accordingly, material must be covered slowly
during this period. The teacher is the best judge of how
long the prereading phase should be. It will naturally
vary with the class. It may be terminated after the corn-
pletIon of a single unit or after as many as five uits.

The element of boredom is a crucial one. If the class
shows signs of extreme restlessness or reluctance to
undertake yet another learning experience based only
on listening and speaking, it might be wise to introduce
the printed word at that point in spite of possible rec-

For further reading and for guidance in the area of foreign
languages:

Huebner, Theodore, Why John% oz uld Learn Foreign
Languages. 1961. Chilton Company, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania.
Johnston, Marjorie C., and Keesee, Elizabeth, Modern
Foreign Languages andY our Child. Bulk:tin OE-27020,
1964. U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.
C. 20402. Price: 250.
Kettelkamp, Gilbert C., Vocational Opportunities for
Foreign Language Students. Booklet available from
Materials Center, Modern Language Association, 62
Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10011. Price: 750.
Lund, Gladys A., and Herslow, Nina Greer, Pureign Lan-
guage Entrance and Degree Requirements in U. S. Col-
leges and Universities, Fall 1966. Modern Language
Association, 62 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York
10011.
Parker, WilEva R., The National Interest and Foreign
Languages. Third Edition, September 1961. U. S. Gov-
ermnent Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. P. 44.
Remer, Ilo, A Handbook for Guiding Students in Mod-
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ommendations to the contrary in the accompanying
teacher's manual.

All during the prereading there may have been
some informal experience with the written language
through observation of posters, labels, and dates written
on the chalkboard or displayed on the bulletin board
as well as the incidental exposure to the written lan-
guage in daily life which creates an awareness of sound-
symbol correspondence. Whatever the length of the pre-
reading phase, the teacher must be cautious not to per-
mit the oral skills to deteriorate when the written lan-
guage is introduced.
(Ada,:ted from Teaching Spanish on Level One, The
University of the State of New York, Albany, 1966. )

ern Foreign languages. Bulletin OE-27018, No. 26, 1963.
U. S. Government Planting Office, Washington, D. C.
20402. This new Handbook is for sale by the Superin-
tendent of Dorurnents, U. S. Government Printing Of-
fice, Washington, D. C. 20402. Price: 45¢. Every mod-
ern foreign language teacher and every guidance coun-
selor should have a copy.
"Should My Child Study A Foreign Language?", Publi-
cations Division of the National Edocation Association.
Additional copies are available at 35 for $1.00 ( Stock
No. 051-01858). Publications Sales Section, Washington,
D. C. 20036.
Voice of the Wisconsin Foreign Language Teacher. Vol.
7, No. 1; Winter, 1967. State Department of Public In-
struction, 126 Langdon Street, Madison, Wisconsin
53702. "Foreign Language Requirements for the Col-
lege-Bound Student."
Also, note the new bulletin, "What About Foreign Lan-
guages." This is an illustmted brochure containing rea-
sons why students of all backgrounds and vocational
aspirations should be encouraged to elect a foreign lan-
guage. Available from the Department of Public Instruc-
tion at above address.



Explanation Of
The Skill And Content Tables

A. The Essentials for Communkation
In using Section II the "Essentials for Communica-

tion" pages are first unfolded from the front and back
covers. These fold-out pages have the following func-
tions:
1. They bring into focus the major course objectives;
2. They correspond, item by item, to the "Skills and

Content" tables for each year ( or level ) of language
study;

3. This format enables the curriculum planner to see
how the course of study for a given year relates to
the long-range objectives.

B. The Vertical Columns
In the vertical columns of this section an attempt has

been made to identify those sounds, grammatical forms,
and word order a rr an gem en ts which the American
youngster must master in order to communicate in the
Spanish language. Special emphasis has been given to
the points of difficulty invariably encountered by the
student of Spanish whose native language is English.
Points of pronunciation, grammar, and word order
which are closely parallel to English are easy to learn
and, therefore, are not mentioned.

In the vocabulary section it is clearly not possible to
list all available words. That is the province of the lexi-
cographer. However, it is possible to identify categories
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of basic vocabulary which must be learned if minimal
communication is to take place.

Similarly with culture only areas which the student is
likely to encounter and those which are appropriate to
his aged and maturity can be dealt with.

C. The Horizontal "Skills and
Concepts" List
Reading horizontally, one can identify the learning

problems which are unique to each skill. Clearly there
are some items which are essential for all skills. On the
other hand, there are items which have pertinence with
only one of the skills. Teaching emphasis must reflect
this fact. For example, inverted word order presents
minimum difficulty in reading, but is of crucial impor-
tance in the active skill of speaking. Other items, such
as literary vocabulary and certain subjunctive forms,
need only be learned for reading recognition.

The committee agreed that the mastery of the four
skills must be accompanied by a grasp of certain basic
generalizations and concepts. These are listed in the
bottom row of the table.

It should be noted that two separate sequences of
study are listed. The longer sequence presumes six full
sequential years of contact with the language. The
shorter sequence may consist of four full sequential
years or the equivalent number of contact hours dis-
tributed over a greater number of years in any one of
many patterns of scheduling. ( See Section I.C. above. )
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Grade Nine in a Four-year Sequence

Phonology Morphology Syntax

Spanish vowel: a, e, 1, o, u; contrast
unstressed vowels ( Note ) consonant
sounds. Initial and intervocalic: d,
g, h. Differentiate between systems
of stress in Spanish & English. In-
tonation & rhythm in statements,
questions & commands. Dental &
velar n. Pronunciation of x. Diph-
thongs. Develop auditory discrimi-
nation among verb tenses ( present
to preterite, future, etc.). Production
& differentiation of the sounds listed
above. Liaisons between like vowels
& consonants. Answer simple ques-
tions stressing knowledge of liaisons.

arimilMa.milmmaamalaaMONI

Associations of the sounds of the
language with written symbols es-
pecially: 1,11; qui, que; ca, co, cu, ch;
h; r, rr; i, n; ga go, gu, gue, gui.
Read aloud with proper pronuncia-
tion & intonation. Knowledge of
proper syllabication & placement of
accents.

Familiar & polife ( pronoun, terb ).
Contractions (al, del.) Regular pres-
ent of AR, ER, IR verbs. Present of
ser, & estar. Possession with de.
Imperatives. Personal a. Articles,
nouns & adjectives ( gender, num-
ber ). Placement of no, placement &
agreement of adjectives. Pr es ent
with future meaning (IR-a). Cardi-
nals & ordinals. Pronouns with prep-
ositions. Stem changing verbs. Ob-
ject pronouns ( form & position ).
Possessive adjectives. Preterite. Im-
perfect. Demonstratives, adjectives,
and pronouns. Present progressive.
Comparison of adjectives & ad-
verbs. Future & conditional. Rela-
tive pronouns: Gustar; faltar. In-
definite pronouns. Interrogative
pronouns. Por & para.

Statements, interrogatives & impera-
tives. Position of adjectives. Word
order to denote possession. The neg-
ative sentence ( the concept of the
double negative ). Position of pro-
noun, including affirmative com-
mands, infinitives & gerunds. Differ-
ence between positions of demon-
strative pronouns & adjectives.

Denote possession; to use adjectives
in correct position & form. Change
statements into questions & com-
mands. Change affirmative state-
ments into negative ones. Position of
object pr on o un s , differences be-
tween the position of demonstrative
pronouns & adjectives.

Use of and exposure to above in
reading, especially: number & gen-
der of nouns; adjectives, number &
person of verbs & pronouns. Agree-
ment of adjectives with nouns &
verbs with their subjects. Use of pre-
terite & imperfect. Comparison of
adjectives & adverbs.

Spell vowel and consonant
sounds correctly, especially: 1, 11;

qui, que; al; co, cu, ch; h; r, Tr; n,
ga, go, gu, gue, gui; ua, ue, ui, no.
Formulate meaningful sentences in
Spanish. Basic principles of stress
(hablo, habló, estas, estds.)

Recognize the relationships between
sounds & written symbols. Note
the close "fit" between phoneme &
grapheme in Spanish.
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Expose students to additional basic
forms or word order by introducing
them to short readings.
Provide more complex s entenc es
where students encounter basic
wevd order in a more varied context.

Use of above in writing; knowledge
of gender & number of adjectives &
nouns, person & number of verbs &
pronouns; agreement of verbs with
their subjects. Write simple text from
dictations & narratives. Capitaliza-
tion.

Rewrite statements in the form of
luestions & commands. Change af-
firmative statements into negative
ones. Written exercises requiring an
understanding of adjectives, nega-
tives, articles, & object pronouns,
demonstrative pronouns, indefinite
pronouns, & word order in compari-
sons.

Knowledge about & use of basic
grammatical forms listed above in
listening, speaking, & writing. Gen-
der, number, & subject pronoun-
\ erb agreements are necessary to
convey meaning.

Realizatifm that basic word order in
English & Spanish is fundamentally
the same with respect to the position
of subject verb & predicate; however
object pronouns precede verbs un-
less the verb form is an affirmative
command, gerund, or infinitive.
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Grade Nine in a Four-year Sequence

Vocabulary Culture

Approximately
1,000 lexical

items

Up to 800
words &

expressions

Approximately
1,200 lexical

items

Up to 800
words &

expressions

Basic items:
Samples of all forms listed under
Morphology, Level I, i.e., definite
& indefinite articles, interroga-
tives, verbs ser & estar in present
tense, suitable examples of regu-
lar verbs, etc.

Content words:
greetings
leave taking
classroom expressions
numbers 1-1,000
colors
clothing
telling time ( clock )
dates ( calendar )
school building
family
parts of body
common foods
weather
Christmas
age
birthdays
sports
diversions

Readings should involve mainly vo-
cabulary which has been learned
earlier; this will include the specific
utterances which the student has
mastered and recombinations of
those utterances.

Present patterns of behavior typical
of Spanish-speaking people such as:

greetings
showing respect ( tit & usted)
introducing friends
/a piñata
la siesta
el patio
names of married women
proverbs

Student participation in the activi-
ties mentioned above. Teachers
should try to obtain student partici-
pation by asking questions in Span-
ish about the materials covered. Se-
lections from children's literature,
singing, etc. Presentation of small
units of cultural content clarifying
special points which vary between
English& Spanish-speaking cultures;
meals, holidays, marriage, the fam-
ily, etc. Dictations emphasizing spe-
cial units of cultural content & other
written exercises requiring students
to use key words illustrating their
knowledge of behavior & culture.
Develop an appreciation & under-
standing of the patterns of behavior
& units of culture characteristic of
Spanish-speaking peophs. Create an
atmosphere in the classroom which
fosters an interest in furthering
knowledge al Spanish-speaking
countries.

In spoken and written form, words make up a language. To communicate
in that language one must grasp their meaning, isolated or in context,
without conscious reference to English.

Cultural items are an integral part
of a language. In listening to or read-
ing the language, one must be aware
of the nuances of cultural forms. To
speak or write the language correct-
ly also means to use culturally ac-
ceptable forms.
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Grade Ten in a Four-year Sequence

Phonology Morphology Syntax

Review basic phonology as listed in
grade nine. Also present vowel clus-
ters, emphasizing diphthongs; fusion
of vowels (thincle est69?); linkage
( los alumnos).

Imperfect vs. preterite. Progressives
& perfects. Reflexive verbs & pro-
nouns. Nominalization of: adjec-
tives, possessives, indefinites & arti-
cles. Por vs. para. Passive voice.
Present & imperfect subjunctive. In-
dicative vs. subjunctive. Sequence
of tenses. Hacer with expressions of
time.

Position of reflexive pronouns. Word
order with gustar, faltar, parecer,
etc. Word order with passive voice.
Word order with hacer in expres-
sions of time. Use of subjunctive in
subordinate sentences. Position of
indefinite pronouns. Word order in
comparisons of adjectives & pro-
nouns. Position of relative pronouns.

Phrases emphasizing the production
of vowel clusters, diphthongs; fusion
of vowels, & linkage; sounds involv-
ing the points listed abovealways
with practical materials in complete
meaningful utterances.

Nominalization; change from pres-
ent to imperfect subjunctive, use of
the subjunctive; passive oice with
se & ser; hacer with expressions
of time; si clauses in the subjunctive.

Drills emphasizing the position of
reflexive pronouns, the word order
with gustar, faltar, parecer; the pas-
sive voice; hacer with expressions of
time. Drills requiring the use & cor-
rect word order with the subjunc-
tive. Make comparisons with adjec-
tives & pronouns.

Recognize vowel clusters, diph-
thongs, fusion of vowels & linkage
in reading selections. Practice read-
ing sounds represented by the fol-
lowing spellings: ll, y; qui, que; ca,
co, Cu; b, v; j; ge, gi, go, go, gue, gui,
giie, giii, gua, guo. Observance of
accents which break diphthongs:
caido, traido, Raid.

Supplementary readings involving
the subjunctive in as many forms as
possible. Assign a graded reader or
other material incorporating the ba-
sic grammatical forms listed above.

Expose students to supplementary
readers where basic word order is
found in new context. Provide more
complex reading in order that stu-
dents encounter basic word order in
varied contexts.

Dictations & other written exercises
emphasizing knowledge of written
symbols for sounds listed above.

Give students contexts requiring
them to choose between the: imper-
fect & preterite, indicative & sub-
junctive, sequence of tenses por &
para, the correct use of the passive
voice construction. Additional read-
ing exercises involving the use of the
grammatical forms listed above.

Write short sentences in which word
order is stressed. Give the infinitive
of reflexive verbs or expressions re-
quiring the subjunctive; change ac-
tive to passive voice; cues requiring
the use of gustar, faltar, etc. (All
material written by the students
should be in complete & meaningful
sentences. )

Differentiate between syllabication
in writing (los-a-lum-nos) & speak-
ing (lo-sa-lum-nos). Realization of
the relationship between spelling &
sounds.

Realization that pe op 1 e speaking
Spanish express ideas with different
grammatical structures ( por & para,
indicative & subjunctive, imperfect
& preterite ). The subjunctive is very
commonly used in Spanish & is nec-
essary if one wants to speak the lan-
guage idiomatically.

Realization on the part of the stu-
dent that word order in English is
fundamentally the same as that of
the Spanish with a few exceptions;
position of object pronouns & reflex-
ive pronouns, idiomatic expressions
(gusto'', faltar), hacer with expres-
sions of time.
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Grade Ten in a Four-year Sequence

Vocabulary Culture

1,200 lexical
items above

Level I
Basic items:

Necessary vocabulary to under-
stand simple statements incorpo-
rating the basic grammatical
forms outlined for Levels I & II
within contexts utilizing the most
functional patterns & vocabulary:
Verb forms like gustar, faltar; use
of the imperfect &preterite, future
& present progressive, use of ob-
ject pronouns

Content words pertaining to:
daily routine
telephoning
shopping
letters
past office
restaurant
community
transportation
city (Latin American vs.

North American)
travel
animals
holidays

Expose students to selected topics
presented in short conversations.
Topics suggested at this level in-
dude songs, music, childhood litera-
ture, proverbs, games, festivals . . .

activities related to the climate &
cultural heritage, as illustrated by
films, slides, tapes, records & guest
speakers of their own age. Student

i participation in the activities men-
tioned above. Teachers should try to
obtain student parHcipation by ask-
ing questions in Spanish about the
materials covered. Present small
units on cultural topics as illustrated
readings. Elementary supplemen-
tary readings emphasizing cultural
content. Written exercises requiring
students to use the key words illus-
trating their knowledge of patterns
of behavior & culture. Dictations em-
phasizing special units of cultural
content. Develop an appreciation &
understanding of the patterns of be-
havior & units of culture characteris-
tic of Spanish-speaking peoples. Cre-
ate an atmosphere in the classroom
which fosters an interest in further-
ing knowledge about Spanish-speak-
ing countries.

800 lexical
items above

Level I

1,200 lexical
items above

Level I

800 lexical
items above

Level I

Words and expressions in Spanish are sometimes closely related to Eng-
lish but more often differ in range of meaning. Vocabulary is influenced
by historical background, social customs, and other factors.

In listening, speaking, reading, &
writing cultural patterns are obvious
& must be observed by a native or
non-native speaker of the language.



Grade Eleven in a Four-year Sequence

Phonology Morphology

Reinforce intonation patterns in
statement, questions & commands.
Reinforce auditory discrimination
among verb tenses studied. Review
dental & velar n, initial & intervocalic
d, g, b. Review vowel clusters, liai-
son & linkage.

Expansion of the knowledge of the
following points: all pronouns; ser &
estar; imperatives; gender & number
of articles, pronouns & adjectives;
most commonly used irregular verbs;
cardinals & ordinals; negative words;
form & use of the subjunctive (rec-
ognition ); review of morOology
from grades nine & ten.

Production of intonation patterns in
statements, questions & commands.
Dental & velar n, initial & intervo-
calk d, g, b, Oral discrimination
among verb tenses. Production of r,
rr; initial, intervocalic & terminal r,
stressed & unstressed vowels

Reinforce ability of student to
change person & number of verbs &
pronouns; hange number & gender
of nouns & adjectives; use of the sub-
junctive; use of negatives. Reinforce
points listed above in conversation.

Syntax

Reinforce knowledge of the form &
position of pronouns, demonstrative
pronouns & adjectives; possessives,
indefinite pronouns; comparisons of
adjectives & adverbs. Reinforce au-
ditory discrimination with respect
to the above items.

Reinforce use of the form & position
of personal pronouns; demonstrative
pronouns & adjectives; indefinite
pronouns; comparisons of adjectives
& adverbs. Reinforce the utilization
of the above items in meaningful
utterances related to daily situations.

Recognition of stress patterns & ac-
centuation. Review qui, que; ca, co,
cu, eh; ga gue, gui, go gu; gua, guo,
giie, giii; j; ge, gi (je, ji); h; initial r
& rr. Read aloud with proper pro-
nunciation & intonation.

Exposure to readings in which these
structures are emphasized. Expand
the functional vocabulary used to
present the basic grammatical forms
listed in listening & speaking.

Expose students to additional forms
& word order by the continued use
of supplementary readings ( limit-
ed). Provide more complex sen-
tences where s t ud en ts encounter
word order in a more varied context
& in the use of prepositions.

Spell correctly vowel and consonant
sounds listed above. Take dictations
in the foreign language emphasizing
the representation of these sounds.
Rewrite short sentences & do other
written exercises using material pre-
viously illustrated.

Reinforce ability to write answers to
questions requiring the use of gen-
der & number of adjectives & nouns;
person & number of verbs & pro-
nouns. Rewrite simple sentences &
do other written exercises requiring
knowledge of the basic grammatical
forms listed in listening & speaking.

Reinforcement of the use of the
items listed in listening & speaking
with emphasis upon written exer-
cises like short sentences Wor dia-
logues. Rewrite statements in the
form of questions, commands, & neg-
atives.

Reinforce the knowledge of the re-
lationships between sounds & writ-
ten symbols in Spanish.

Expansion of knowledge about &
use of basic grammatical forms list-
ed above in listening, speaking, read-
ing, & writing.

Expand ability to distinguish be-
tween basic word order in state-
ments, questions, commands, & neg-
atives. Expand the ability to under-
stand, speak, read, & write meaning-
ful sentences emphasizing the word
order suggested above.
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Grade Eleven in a Four-year Sequence

Vocabulary Culture

Increase in vocabulary cannot be stated in figux es.

Passive vocabulary will be larger than active, but ex-
tent of both will depend on student's ability and will-
ingness to speak & read Spanish.

A variety of graded readers may be used at this level,
Much of the passive vocabulary will depend upon
the selection of reading materials & textbooks.

A vocabulary suitable for writing letters & compo-
sitions should be developed,

Topical vocabulary might include:
current events
sickness and doctor
education
government
history

Increase the ability of students to make active use of
vocabulary items to express what they want to say.
Activities might include directed talks by individual
students, conversations between students, debates,
etc.

Cultural items at the third level might include:
Spain:

government
educational system
recreation
'-iistorical highlights ( especially the conquest of

South and Central America )
South and Central American nations ( topics simi-

lar to those for Spain)
Spanish influence in North America

The cultural study is done mainly in Spanish with
some supplementary reading in English. Activities
might include:

listening to recordings & viewing films, filmstrips,
& slides;

discussing what has been heard or read;
reading of various kinds including graded readers,

periodicals, poetry, & literary prose;
writing letters, reports, or compositions.

Spoken & written vocabulary differ in volume & kind.
The command of a large vocabulary can be achieved
only through constant listening, speaking, reading, &
writing practice.

The Hispanic culture must be evaluated objectively
& on its own merits.
The Spanish have made many contributions to Ameri-
can culture.
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Grade Twelve in a Four-year Sequence

Phonology Morphology

Reinforce the contrast among un-
stressed vowels. Reinforce auditory
discrimination of all consonant
sounds. Review & reinforce liaison &
linkage.

.14101t71.4 1...1111IO

Review use of the subjunctive, im-
perfect vs. preterite, por & para, the
passive voice, stem changing verbs.
Progressive & perfect tenses, com-
parisons of adjectives. Reflexive
verbs. Reinforce understanding of
verbs like gustar, f altar, parecer, etc.

Syntax

Reinforcement of knowledge with
respect to the word order in sen-
tences with gustar, faltar, parecer;
passive voice; comparison of adjec-
tives; use of subjunctive in subordi-
nate clauses,

Reinforce the production of all con-
sonant sounds. Reinf or ce proper
liaison & linkage in speaking at near-
native speed.

Read materials with proper pronun-
ciation & intonation at normal speed.
(Enact roles in plays & other works
which exemplify the ways in which
changes in phonology affect mean-
ing.) Reinforce ability to associate
written symbols with sound.

Have students paraphrase in writing
what they hear ( short dialogues or
stories ); exercises incorporating the
more difficult spelling: It, j, ge, ji (je,
ji), gue, gui, y, n, ii, rr, y, b, diph-
thongs; silent vowels in linkage.

Use of the above items in speaking
at near-native speed & in contexts
that are understandable to native
speakers. All pronouns should now
be in the active repertoire of the stu-
dent as should all uses of the articles.

Speaking situations emphasizing the
above items in basic word order.

Presentation of the above items in
expanded usage ( specifically con-
trasting: Preterite & imperfect; por
& para; forms of the passive voice;
comparisons of adjectives, Use of the
subjunctive. Reflexive verbs ).

Provide supplementary readings
stressing the importance of basic
word order as outlined above.

Use of the above items in written ex-
ercises according to a specific gram-
mar point using the passive voice;
por para; imperfect & preterite,
subjunctives, comparison of adjec-
tives, progressive & perfect tenses
gusior, faltar, etc. Stem changing
verbs, reflexiv e verbs.

Have students write sentences & do
other written exercises according to
specific points of word order, posi-
tion of pronouns, passive voice, use
of subjunctives in subordinate
clauses; comparison of adjectives;
gustar, faltar, parecer, etc.

Poetic forms of the language may
differ from everyday spoken & writ-
ten Spanish. Spanish has a highly
consistent punctuation.

Full realization on the part of the
student that Spanish-speaking peo-
ple express ideas differently from
English-speaking people.

Expand the ability to understand,
speak, read, & write meaningful sen-
tences emphasizing the word order
suggested above.
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Grade Twelve in a Four-year Sequence

Vocabulary Culture

A student should be able to understand standard
Spanish in normal conversational contexts.

He should have an active speaking vocabulary appro-
priate to his age and capacity enabling him to com-
municate in Spanish.

FIe should recognize in context a wide range of
vocabulary items. If he is planning to continue Span-
ish in college he should do extensive outside reading
to familiarize himself with m any literary forms,
words, & expressions.

A student should have a writing vocabulary which is
appropriate to the occasion.

A student should listen with understanding to audio
stimuli & detect nuances of meaning relating to com-
mon aspects of Hispanic culture.

He should speak & write in culturally acceptable
forms & in his speech & writing reveal some knowl-
edge of the heritage of the people who speak Spanish.

He should read everything from newspapers to works
of literature with ail understanding of its place within
the Spanish culture.

A student planning to continue his studies of Spanish
in college should famili-zize himself with literature
in his field of interest.

Spoken & written communication employs a large
volume & variety of words & expressions.

A knowledge of culturally acceptable forms & of the
Spanish heritage is a part of learning the Spanish
language. Works of literature can be appreciated best
in the language in which they were written.
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Grade Seven in a Six-year Sequence

Phonology

Spanish vowels: a, e, i, o, u; con-
trast unstressed vowels; consonant
sounds; initial & intervocalic: d, g,
b; differentiate between systems of
stress in Spanish and English; in-
tonation and rhythm in statements,
questions, & commands. (See appen-
dix.)

Molphology

/.11imer

Syntax

Familiar & polite [pronoun, verb
contractions (al, del)]. Regular
present of AR, ER, IR verbs. Present
of ser & estar. Possession with de.
Imperatives. Personal a. Articles,
nouns, & adjectives ( gender, num-
ber ), use, placement of no, place-
ment & agreement of adjectives,
present with future meaning. Card-
inals & ordinals.

WORD ORDER:
Statements, interrogatives, & irnper-
atives. Position of adjectives. Word
o aer to denote possession. The neg-
ative sentence (the concept of the
double negative).

Production & differentiation of the
sounds listed above; liaisons be-
tween like vowels & consonants;
Spanish pronunciation & intonation
patterns; stress patterns.

Use of the above in spoken exercises
involving change of number & gen-
der of nouns & adjectives, person &
number of verbs & pronouns; change
affirmative statements to questions
& commands; denote posc'ession; use
of personal a, al & del in complete
sentences; change polite to familiar.

Associations of the sounds of the lan-
guage with written symbols, espe-
cially: 1,11; qui, que; ca, co, cu, ch;
h; r, rr; ñ, n; ga, go, gu, gue, gui;
read aloud with proper pronuncia-
tion & intonation.

IOW

Use of & exposure to above in read-
ing, especially: number & gender of
nouns & adjectives, number & person
of verbs & pronouns. To note agree-
ment of adjectives with nouns &
verbs with their subjects.

WORD ORDER:
Denote possession; use adjectives in
correct position & form. Change
statements into questions & com-
mands. Change affirmative state-
ments into negative ones.

Expose students to addition.) basic
forms or word order by introducing
them to additional short readings.
Provide more complex sentences
where students encounter basic
word order in a more varied context.

Spell vowel & consonant sounds cor-
rectly, especially: 1,11; qui, que; ca,
co, cu, ch; h; r, rr; n; ga go, gu,
gue, gui; ua, ue, ui, uo; proper syl-
labication & placement of accents.

TJse of above in writing. Writing
answers to questions stressing cor-
rect spelling & agreement; write
simple text from dictation & narra-
tives. Capitalization.

Give adjectives & words like no, de,
al, del, personal a, & articles to be
written in meaningful complete sen-
tences with the proper word order.
Rewrite statements in the form of
questions & commands. Change af-
firmative statements into negative
ones.

Recognize the relationships between
sounds & written symbols. Note the
close "fit" between phoneme &
grapheme in Spanish.

Knowledge about & use of basic
grammatical forms listed above in
listening, speaking, & writing. Gen-
der, number, & subject pronoun-
verb agreements are necessary to
convey meaning.

Distinguith between basic word or-
der in statements, questions, & com-
mands,
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Grade Seven in a Six-year Sequence

Vocabulary Culture

800-1,000
words &

expressions

In the context of the topics or units:
greetings
leave taking
classroom

incl. conversational terms
numbers
colors
clothing
clock time
calendar time
school building
house
members of family
parts of body
common foods
weather
Christmas

Nouns, NT( Ths, & adjectives pirtain-
ing to these topics as well as.

changes in gender, number, pos-
session, agreement; passive vo-
cabulary involving negation, state-
ments, questions, & commands.

Necessary vocabulary to understand
simple statements incorporating the
basic grammatical forms outlined
for grade seven ( supplementary vo-
cabulary need not be stressed ).
Teacher should operate patterns &
illustrate sou ads of the Spanish lan-
guage limited to the most functional
patterns & vocabulary possible,
such as the regular, present tense
forms of AR, ER, & IR verbs.

,

Introduction to Hispanic & Latin
American culture should be an inte-
gral & natural part of teaching Span-
ish but should not take the place of
teaching the language. The environ-
ment of the classroom, books, maga-
zi. ), s, tapes, films, records, & pic-
tures should stimulate the student's
interest in learning about the follow-
ing cultural items:

Spanish names
forms of address ( tt'i ei Vd.)
courtesy patterns
school day & school year in Span-

ish-speaking countries
24-bour clock
Spanish houses & the patio
some typical foods
holidays, especially Christmas
piiiata
siesta
rhymes
songs & music

The units of 1 ocabulary are obvi-
ously linked closely to the study of
culture. As much of this as possible
is done in Spanish.

.

_

500
words &

expressions

1

800
words &

expressions

500
words &

expressions

In spoken and written form, words make up a language. To communicate
in that language one must grasp their meaning, isolated or in context,
without conscious reference to English.

Cultural items are an integral part
of a language. In listening to or read-
ing the language, one must be aware
of the nuances of cultural forms. To
speak or write the language correct-
ly also means to use culturally ac-
ceptable forms.
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Grade Eight in a Six-year Sequence

Phonology Morphology Syntax

Dental & velar n. Pronunciation of
x, diphthongs. Stress differences be-
tween intonational patterns in state-
ments, questions, & commands. De-
velop auditory discrimination among
verb tenses ( present to preterite, fu-
ture, etc. ).

Pronouns with prepositions; stem-
changing verbs; object pronouns
(form & position); possessive adjec-
tives; preterite; imperfect; demon-
strative adjectives & pronouns; pres-
ent progressive; comparison of ad-
je .::;ves & adverbs, future & condi-
tional; relative pronouns; gustar,
faltar; indefinite pronouns.

Position of pronouns including af-
firmative and negative commands,
infinitives, & gerunds; difference be-
tween positions of demonstrative
pronouns & adjectives; position of
indefinite pronouns; word order in
comparisons of adjectives & pro-
nouns; position of relative pronouns.

Produce the sounds listed for grades
seven & eight in context; variation of
verb forms; stress importance of
careful pronunciation of verb end-
ings: present to preterite, future.

Use of above in speaking. Suggested
activities: use of subject pronouns
with prepositions; form & position of
object pronouns; change of present
to imperfect & preterite; use of gus-
tar, faltar, parecer; change of pres-
ent to future & conditional; use of
present progressive.

Dr:lls stressing the position of ob-
ject pronouns; differences between
the position of demonstrative pro-
nouns & adjectives. Speaking situa-
tions in which students make com-
parisons with adjectives & pronouns.

Read appropriate material aloud
with proper pronunciation & intona-
tion; determine verb tenses by rec-
ognizing accents & endings charac-
teristic of the various tenses studied.

Use of & exposure to above in read-
ing activities; short supplementary
reading passages emphasizing the
forms listed above.

Expose students to supplementary
readers combining basic word order
in more complicated materials. Pro-
vide more complex sentences where
students encounter basic word order
in new contexts.

Dictations involving the basic prin-
ciples of stress (hablo, habló, estas,
estds). Additional exposure to writ-
ing reviewing sounds for grades sev-
en & eight in new contexts. Writing
answers to aural questions in Span-
ish using complete sentences at all
times.

Emphasize the fact that stress is so
important in Spanish that it changes
the meaning of the word.

Formulate questions requiring stu-
dents to answer by utilizing the
grammatical forms suggested
above; other written exercises em-
phasizing usage of the basic gram-
mar points listed above.

Differentiation of verb tenses: pres-
ent, imperfect, preterite, future, con-
ditional, progressive; stress the im-
portance of verb endings to express
meaning.

Written exercises requiring an un-
derstanding of the form & position
of object pronouns, demonstrative
adjectives & pr on ouns , indefinite
pronouns, & word order in compari-
sons.

Realization that basic word order in
English & Spanish is fundamentally
the same with respect to the position
of subject, verb, & predicate; how-
ever, object pronouns precede verbs
unless the verb form is an affirmative
command, gerund, or infinitive.
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Grade Eight in a Six-year Sequence

Vocabulary Culture

800-1,000
words &

expressions
above grade seven

In the context of the topics or units:
daily routine
telephoning
shopping
letters
post office
restaurant
community
transportation
city
landscape
travel
animals
holidays

Vocabulary should include:
gustar, faltar, parecer, imperfect,
preterite, present progressive; de-
monstrative adjectives & pro-
nouns; the form & position of ob-
ject pronouns; pronouns with
prepositions, stern-changing verbs.

Aim should be toward a useful, ac-
tive vocabulary practiced in a vari-
ety of situations rather than toward
a large number of words memorized
in isolation.

Visual & audio stimuli as well as the
topics of vocabulary should suggest
the following cultural items for
study at this level:

forms of letters
restaurants
Latin America:

landscape in regions
4-5 rivers or lakes
10-12 cities

holidays, festivals, fairs
legends
folklore
proverbs
music classical & popular
cu7ent events
games
activities related to climate & cul-

tural heritage

800
words &

expressions
above grade seven

1,000
words &

expressions
above grade seven

800
wei.ds &

expressions
above grade seven

Words & expressions in Spanish are sometimes closely related to Eng-
lish but almost always differ in range of meaning. Vocabulary is in-
fluenced by historical backgvound, social customs, & other factors,

In listening, speaking, reading &
writ' eg cultural patterns are obvi-
ous & must be observed by a native
or non-native speaker of the lan-
guage.
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Grade Nine in a Six-year Sequence

Phonology Morphology Syntax

Review basic phonology as listed in
grades seven Sz eight. Also present
vowel clusters, emphasizing diph-
thongs; fusion of vowels (dónde
estás); linkage ( los alumnos).

Imperfect vs. preterite. Progressives
Sz perfects. Reflexive verbs Sz pro-
nouns. Nominalization of: adjec-
tives, possessives, indefinites Sz arti-
cles. Por vs. papa; passive voice;
present Sz imperfect subjunctive; in-
dicative vs. subjunctive; sequence of
tenses; hacer with expressions of
time.

Position of rnflexive pronouns. Word
order with gue,tar, faltar, parecer,
etc. Word order with passive voice.
Word order with hacer in expres-
sions of time. Use of subjunctive in
subordinate sentences.

Phrases emphasizing the production
of vowel clusters, diphthongs, fusion
of vowels, Sz linkage. Tape sounds
involving the points listed above
always with practical materials in
complete meaningful sentences.

Use of above in speaking. Nominal-
ization; change from present to im-
perfect subjunctive; use of the sub-
junctive; passive voice with se Sr
ser; hacer with expressions of time;
si clauses in the subjunctive.

Drills emphasizing the position of
reflexive pronouns; the word order
with gustar, faltar, parecer; the pas-
sive voice; hacer with expressions of
time. Drills requiring the use Sz cor-
rect word order with the subjunc-
tive.

Recognize vowel clusters, diph-
thongs, fusion of vowels 8z linkage in
reading selections. Practice reading
sounds represented by the following
spellings: ll, y; gui, gue; ca, co, cu;
b, v; j, ge, gi; ga, go, gu, gue, gui;
gua, guo, güe, giii. Observance of
accents which break diphthongs:
caido, traido, Raid.

Supplementary readings involving
the subjunctive in as many forms as
possible. Assign a graded reader or
other material incorporating the ba-
sic grammatical forms listed above.

Expose students to supplementary
readers where basic word order is
found in new contexts. Provide more
complex reading in order that stu-
dents encounter basic word order in
varied contexts.

Dictations Sz other written exercises
emphasizing knowledge of written
symbols for sounds listed above.

Give s tud en t s contexts requiring
them to choose between the: im-
perfect Sz preterite, indicative Sz sub-
junctive, sequence of tenses, por
para, the correct use of the passive
voice construction. Additional writ-
ten exercises involving the use of
the grammatical forms listed above.

Write short sentences in which word
order is stressed: Give the infinitive
of reflexive verbs; verbs or expres-
sions requiring the subjunctive;
change active to passive voice; cues
requiring the use of gustar, faltar,
etc. (All material written by the stu-
dents should be complete & mean-
ingful sentences. )

Differentiate between syllabication
in writing (los-a-lum-nos) Sz speak-
ing (lo-sa-lum-nos). Realization of
the relationship between spelling Sz
sounds.

Realization that people sp e ak in g
Spanish express ideas with different
grammatical structures (por & para,
indicative Sz subjunctive, imperfect
Sz preterite). The subjunctive is
very commonly used in Spanish Sz
is necessary if one wants to speak
the language idiomatically.

Realization on the part of the stu-
dent that word order in English is
the same as that of Spanish with a
few exceptions: position of object
pronouns Sz reflexive pronouns, idio-
matic expressions (gustar, faltar),
hacer with time, etc.
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Grade Nine in a Six-year Sequence

Vocabulary

1,000-1,500
words &

expressions
above grade eight

800-1,000
words &

expressions
above grade eight

1,000-1,500
words &

expressions
above grade eight

800-1,000
words &

expressions
above grade eight

Topical vocabulary should include:
current events
sickness and doctor
education
vocations
government
history
biography

A variety of graded readers may be
used at this level. Much of the pas-
sive vocabulary will depend upon
the selection of reading materials &
textbooks.

A vocabulary suitable for writing
letters, outlines, reports, composi-
tions should be developed.

Vocabulary should include:
passive voice, reflexive verbs, sub-
junctives; difference between im-
perfect and preterite, por & para;
use of pi ogressives and perfects.

Culture

Each skill demands a certain amount & type of vocabulary. Beyond a
general useful vocabulary one needs specific words suitable to the dis-
cussion of certain topics.

Cultural items studied at this level
should include:

Spain:
government
educational system
recreation
highlights of economy, indus-

try, history, & present poliq-
call situation

Spanish influence in America-:
famous Spanish explorers

& conquistadores
Spanish settlements in America

The cultural study is done mainly in
Spanish with some supplementary
reading in English. It takes in:

the listening to recordings & view-
ing of films, filmstrips & slides;

the discussing of what has been
heard or read;

the reading of graded readers,
periodicals, poetry, & literary
prose;

the writing of letters, reports, com-
positions;

all of the above should reveal an
understanding of the Spanish cul-
ture.

The Spanish-speaking cultures must
be evaluated objectively & on their
own merits. Spanish culture has
made many contributions to Ameri-
can life.
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Grade Ten in a Six-year Sequence

Phonology Morphology Syntax

Reinforce intonation patterns hi
statements, questions & commands.
Reinforce auditor y discrimination
among verb tenses studied. Review
dental & velar n, initial &intervocalic
d, g, b. Review vowel clusters, liai-
son, & linkage.

Production of intonation patterns in
statements, questions, & commands.
Dental and velar n, initial and inter-
vocalic d, g, b. Oral discrimination
among verb tenses. Production of r,
rr; initial, intervocalic, & terminal
r; stressed & unstressed vowels.

Recognition of stress patterns & ac-
centuation. Review qui, que, ca, co,
cu, ch, ga, gue, gui, go, gu, gua, guo,
gui, gue, j, ge, gi (le, ii), h, initial
r & rr. Read aloud with proper pro-
nunciation & intonation.

IMO

Spell correctly vowel & consonant
sounds listed above. Take dictations
in the foreign language emphasizing
the representation of these sounds.
Rewrite short sentences & do other
written exercises using material pre-.
viously illustrated.

Reinforce the knowledge of the re-
lationships between sounds & writ-
ten symbols in Spanish.

Expansion of the knowledge of the
following points: all pronouns; ser &
estar, imperatives; gender & number
of articles, nouns & adjectives; most
commonly used irregular verbs; car-
dinals & ordinals; negative words.
Form & use of the subjunctive ( rec-
ognition ).

Reinforce ability of student to
change person & number of verbs &
pronouns; change number & gender
of nouns & adjectives; use of irregu-
lar verbs; use of the subjunctive; use
of negatives; reinforce points listed
above in converse! )n.

Exposure to readings in which these
structures are emphasized. Expand
the functional vocabulary used to
present the basic grammatical forms
listed in listening & speaking.

Reinforce knowledge of the form &
position of personal pronouns, de-
monstrative pronouns & adjectives;
possessives; indefinite pronouns;
comparisons of adjectives & pro-
nouns. Reinforce auditory discrimi-
nation with respect to the above
items.

Reinforce use of the form & position
of personal pronouns; demonstrative
pronouns & adjectives; possessives;
indefinite pronouns; comparisons of
adjectives & adverbs. Reinforce the
utilization of the above items in
meaningful utterances rc:ated to
daily situations.

Expose students to additional forms
& word order by the continued use
of supplementary readings (limited).
Provide more complex sentences
where students encounter word or-
der in a more varied context.

Reinforce ability to write answers to
questions requiring the use of gen-
der & number of adjectives & nouns;
person & number of verbs & pro-
nouns. Rewrite simple sentences &
do other written exercises requiring
knowledge of the basic grammatical
forms listed in listening & speaking.

Expansion of knowledge about & use
of basic grammatical forms listed
above in listening, speaking, read-
ing, & writing.

Reinforcement of the use of the
items listed in listening & speaking.
with emphasis upon written exer-
cises like short sentences &/or dia-
logues. Rewrite statements in the
form of questions, commands, &
negatives.

Expand ability to distinguish be-
tween basic word order in state-
ments, questions, commands, & neg-
atives. Expand the ability to under-
stand, speak, read, & write meaning,-
ful sentences emphasizing the word
order suggested above.
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Grade Ten in a Six-year Sequence

Vocabulary

Increase in vocabulary cannot be stated in figures.

Passive vocabulary will of course be larger than ac-
tive, but extent of both will depend on student's abil-
ity & willingness to speak & read Spanish.

Conversational topics should be chosen with the con-
sideration of a student's age & interests. They will
range from current events to points of discussion from
literary reading.

The student should be able to read periodicals as well
as literary works which are appropriate to his ma-
turity level.

His writing vocabulary should be expanded to enable
him to express hirmelf correctly for any occasion.

Increase the ability of students to make active use of
vocabulary items to express what they want to say.
Activities might include directed talks by individual
students, conversations between students, debates,
etc.

Culture

To gain an insight into the extent of literature written
in Spanish a student should be introduced to a variety
of literary works which are appropriate to his age &
interests. His reading should also include news-
papers, magazines, & books on topics interesting to
teenager,.

He should be exposed to Spanish music of various
types & see films & pictures depicting many aspects of
life in Spain & Latin America. He should discuss cur-
rent events as well as events in history with an in-
creasing understanding of the way of life in Spanish-
speaking countries.

Spoken & written vocabulary differ in volume & kind.
The command of a large vocabulary can be achieved
only through constant listening, speaking, reading,
& writing practice.

Works of literature can be appreciated best in the
language in which they were written.
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Grade Eleven in a Six-year Sequence

Phonology Morphology Synirx

Reinforce the contrast among un-
stressed vowels. Reinforce auditory
discrimination of all consonant
sounds. Review & reinforce liaison &
linkage.

Review use of the subjunctive, im-
perfect-preterite, por & para, the
passive voice, stem-changing verbs,
progressive & perfect tenses, com-
parisons of adjectives. Reflexive
verbs. Reinforce understanding of
verbs like gustar, faltar, parecer, etc.

Reinforcement of knowledge with
respect to the word order in sen-
tences with gustar, faltar, parecer;
passive voice; comparison of adjec-
tives; use of subjunctive in subordi-
nate clauses.

Reinforce the production of all con-
sonant sounds. Reinforce proper liai-
son & linkage in speaking at near-
native speed.

Use of the above items in speaking
at near-native speed & in contexts
that are understandable to native
speakers.

Speaking situations emphasizing the
above items in basic word order.

Read materials with proper pronun-
ciation & intonation at normal speed.
(Enact roles in plays & other works
which exemplify the ways in which
changes in phonology affect mean-
ing. ) Reinforce ability to associate
written symbols with sound.

Presentation of the above items in
expanded usage ( specifically con-
trasting: preterite & imperfect; por
& para; forms of the passive voice;
comparisons of adjectives. Use of the
subjunctive. Reflexive verbs ).

Provide supplementary readings
stressing the importance of basic
word order as outlined above.

Have students paraphrase in writing
what they hear ( short dialogues or
stories); exercises incorporating the
more difficult spellings: it, j, ge,
(je, ii), gue, gui, y, n, ii, rr, y, b, diph-
thongs, silent vowels in linkage.

Use of the above items in written
exercises according to a specific
grammar point; using the passive
voice, por & para, imperfect & pret-
erite, subjunctive, compariscns of
adjectives, progressive & perfect
tenses, gustar, faltar, etc. Stem-
changing verbs, reflexive verbs.

Have students write sentences & do
other written exercises according to
specific points of word order; posi-
tion of pronouns; passive voice; use
of subjunctives in subordinate
clauses; comparison of adjectives;
gustar, faltar, parecer, etc.

Ability of the student to speak Span-
ish with proper pronunciation & in-
tonation at near-speed (fluidity ).
Ability of the student to understand
Spanish spoken by a native speaker.

Full realization on the part cf the
student that Spanish-speaking peo-
ple express ideas differently from
English-speaking people (preterite
vs. imperfect, por &para, gustar, etc.,
subjunctive in adverbial & adjecti-
val clauses ).
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Expand the ability to understand,
speak, read, & write meaningful sen-
tences emphasizing the word order
suggested above.



Grade Eleven in a Six-year Sequence

Vocabulary

Amount of active & passive vocabulary is a matter of
students' individual progress. A high rate of act.
vocabulary should be aimed for through a wide r. ge
of conversational topics, giving the student the ability
to communicate in the modern world.

Choice of literary works is up to the tcacher but
should be based on the ability, interest, & maturity
of the students, developing in them a sensitivity to the
differences between spoken & written vocabulary
& between contemporary & older literary forms,
words, & expressions.

A writing vocabulary appropriate to the occasion
should be mastered.

Spoken & written communication employs a large
volume & variety of words & expressions.

,e increased ability of the studerts to communicate
in Spanish & to react everything from newspapers to
works of literature makes possible an appreciation
and understanding of Spanish & Latin American con-
tributions to:

literature
painting
sculpture
architecture
dramatic arts
music

Current events are listened to, viewed, discussed,
read, & written about. Books, periodicals, tapes, films,
slides, records, & pictures are resource materials di-
rectly used by the students. The choice of these ma-
terials is up to the teacher who should take into con-
sideration the age, maturity, ability, & interest of the
students.

A knowledge of culturally acceptable forms & of the
heritage of Spanish-speaking peoples is a part of
learning the Spanish language.
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Grade Twelve in a Six-year Sequence

Phonology Morphology Syntax

Reinforce proper pronunciation &
intonation patterns, always at nor-
mal speed. Reinforce auditory dis-
crimination with respect to all Span-
ish vowel & consonant sounds, vowel
cluster, liaison, & linkage always
at normal speed.

Reinforce present vs. imperfect sub-
junctive; indicative vs. subjunctive;
nominalization of adjectives; posses-
sives; indefinites & articles; imper-
fect vs. preterite; gustar, faltar, pa-
recer; hacer with expressions of
time; all perfect tenses.

Review of hacer with expressions of
time, position of all pronouns; affirm-
ative & ..,:gative statements & com-
mands; subjunctive in adverbial &
adjectival phrases. Reinforce audi-
tory discrimination with respect to
the above items.

Reinforce the proper production &
differentiation among all Spanish
vowel & consonant sounds, vowel
clusters, liaison, & linkage, at near-
native speed. Pronunciation & in-
tonation patterns used at near-native
speed in the proper context.

Reinforce the ability to read any ma-
terial in Spanish with near-native
pronunciation & intonation. Intro-
duce students to a variety of situ-
ations (plays, speeches, dialogues,
etc. ) which must be read with ex-
pression according to the context of
the readings.

.110111MIIMI

Reinforce the use of the above in
speaking in normal conversations
about daily situations.

Reinforce the use of the above items
in meaningful speech related to
daily situations.

Presentation of the above in expand-
ed usage, specifically contrasting the
present & imperf ect subjunctive;
nominalization of adjectives, posses-
sives, indefinites, & articles; imper-
fect & preterite; all perfect tenses;
hacer with expressions of time.

Additional f orms & word order
through the continued use of supple-
mentary readings. Encounter more
complex structure in a variety of
contexts.

Reinforce the ability to write any
material in Spanish with proper ac-
centuation, spelling, & auxiliary
signs. Punctuation marks.

Use of the above items in writing
compositions & other written exer-
cises according to specific situations,
utilizing knowledge of basic gram-
matical forms characteristic of idio-
matic written Spanish.

Use of the items above ( listening )
by writing & doing other written ex-
ercises; compositions emphasizing
proper syntax.

Expand the concept that tenses used
in Spanish do not always correspond
to tense usage in English. Expand
the understanding of patterns of be-
havior & their relation to proper use
of accepted idiomatic Spanish.
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Grade Twelve in a Six-year Sequence

Vocabulary Culture

A student should be able to understand standard
Spanish in normal conversational contexts.

He should have an active speaking vocabulary appro-
priate to his age & capacity enabling him to com-
municate in Spanish with considerable oral facility.

He should recognize in context a wide range of vo-
cabulary items. If he is plarming to continue Spanish
in college he should do extensive outside reading to
familiarize himself with many literary forms, words,
& expressions.

A student should have a writing vocabulary which is
appropriate to the occasion.

To understand, speak, read, & write Spanish one must
have command of a large & appropriate vocabulary.

A student should listen with understanding to audio
stimuli & detect nuances of meaning relating to any
aspect of Spanish culture.

He should speak & wete in culturally acceptable
forms & in his speech & writing reveal some knowl-
edge of the heritage of the people who speak Spanish.

He should read selections ranging from newspapers
to works of literature with an understanding of the
place of each within the Spanish culture.

A student planning to continue his studies of Spanish
in college should familiarize him,.,ulf with literature
in his field of interest.

The heritage of the people who speak Spanish is a
rich and interesting one. The Spanish-speaking cul-
tures should not be evaluated from the standpoint of
Anglo-American culture.
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Appendix:

Phonology for Grades Seven and Nine

Contrast unstressed vowels:
a - e mesas, meses
a - i pasar, pisar
a - o derecha, derecho
a - o sabido, subido
e - i pesado, pisado
e - o deje, dejo
e - u temor, tumor
i - o mirar, morar
i- u pidienclo, pudiendo

o - u acosar, acusar
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Essentials for Communication
Skills

& Concepts Phonology Morphology Syntax

Listening,
The ability:

to hear all the meaningful
sound contrasts of the foreign
language when it is spoken at
a normal rate in complete ut-
terances

to hear all the changes of mean-
ing caused by modifications of
word forms when the language
is spoken at a normal rate in
complete utterances

to hear the foreign language
without being confused by
syntactical arrangements

Speaking,
The ability:

to produce all the significant
sounds and intonation patterns
of the foreign language in a
manner acceptable to native
speakers

to express one's ideas orally
using appropriate grammatical
forms

to express one's ideas orally
using word order which is
characteristic of the spoken
language

Reading,
The ability:

to associate the appropriate
graphic symbols with the
sounds for which they stand

to draw meaning directly from
the printed page through rec-
ognition of changes in mean-
ing caused by modifications in
structure

Writing,
The ability:

Concept,
The ability:

to spell the graphic symbols
which stand for the sounds of
the language

Mill,.11111a.

to express one's ideas in writ-
ing using appropriate gram-
matical forms

to read directly in the foreign
language without being con-
'itised by syntactical arrange-
ments

to express one , is deas in writ-
ing using the appropriate word
order of the foreign language

to understand the relationship
between sound symbols and
written symbols

(i.e. "phonemes" versus
"graphemes")

to understand how the foreign
language uses such devices as
gender, number, case, agree-
ment, verb endings, and other
modifications of oral and writ-
ten forms to express meaning

to understand how the foreign
language uses variations in
word order to express meaning



Vocabulary

oar it

Essentials for Communication

Culture Ultimate Goals

to hear and understand words in
normal conversational contexts

to detect nuances of meaning relat-
ing to social position, family rela-
tionships, customs, national tradi-
tions, literary classics, etc.

to comprehend aurally new arrange-
ments of familiar material when
spoken at normal tempo and with
normal intonation and rhythm

to acquire an active speaking vocab-
ulary appropriate to the age, ma-
turity level, and capacity of the stu-
dent and one which is appropriate
for communication in the modern
world

to use culturally acceptable forms
appropriate to the age, social stand-
ing, and occupation of the person
addressed and to reveal some knowl-
edge of the heritage of those who
speak the foreign language

to reorganize familiar vocabulary
and grammatical forms and to apply
them to new situations using pro-
nunciation and intonation in a man-
ner acceptable to a native speaker

to recognize in context a wide range
of vocabulary items with sensitivity
to the differences between spoken
and written vocabulary and between
contemporary and older literary
forms, words, and expressions

to be able to read everytliing from
newspapers to works of literature,
which implies a basic knowledge of
the history, literature, current world
position, etc. of countries in which
the language is spoken

to read directly without constant re-
course to a bilingual vocabulary list

to express one's ideas in writing
using vocabulary which is appro-
priate to the occasion

to use the appropriate style accord-
ing to the nature of what is being
written

to express one's ideasidiomatically
and freely in writing

to understand that the somantic
range of foreign words usually dif-
fers from that covered by the near-
est English equivalents

to evaluate the foreign culture ob-
jectively and On its own merits rather
than from the standpoint of Anglo-
American culture

to apply spontaneously everything
one has learned to new situations
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